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Trying to avert another Defeat
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Foreword

All too often we celebrate our rare victories in slow motion,
play and replay endlessly their every detail so as to savor
them as if they were the natural state of affairs, but we tend
to push our defeats to the corner, belittle and forget them.
Worse, many of our defeats we seek to glorify as victories,
and turn traumatic and near-disastrous personal or collective events into glamorous happenings in which we anchor
subsequent developments. In Jewish history, the Great Rebellion against the mighty Roman Empire (AD 135), a few
decades after the destruction of the Second Temple (AD 70),
was such an event, which although it occasioned the nearannihilation of the Jewish people in its hopeless and foolish
confrontation with the global superpower of the time, it has
been revived by the modern Zionist movement as a supreme
act of heroism and sacrifice deserving of cultivation, commemoration and emulation.
The larger question arises about the pertinence and advisability for a small country like Czechoslovakia or Finland
of resisting an overwhelmingly mighty aggressor, like Nazi
Germany or Soviet Russia, rather than submitting like Petain’s France or Quisling’s Norway during the War, or Eastern
Europe to the Soviet Bloc after it, in order to rescue their
countries from total destruction. Yes, after the war was won
by the allies, all those who surrendered to the Nazis were
court-martialed as “traitors”, though their intention may
have been, on the contrary, patriotic in the sense of willing
to preserve their nations. Conversely, those who resisted, in
exile and at high risk, were rewarded after the war as “patriots” and “heroes”, though their resistance had certainly prolonged the war and caused more death and destruction than
if they had surrendered from the outset. Winston Churchill
has become the hero and icon of the Allied resistance in
vi
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spite of his association with war, death and destruction, and
Neville Chamberlain, his predecessor, has been incrusted in
the pages of history as the defeatist and naïve “peacenik”
who sought peace at any price, but in his search of peace and
honor ended up forfeiting both.
Prime Minister Churchill would not have received any
Nobel Prize for Peace, and yet he remains the idolized figure
of the war time in the West, the symbol of firmness, commitment and faith, while President Obama who did, will be
going down in history as the mammoth miscalculator, who
reinforced the American troops in Afghanistan (the famous
upsurge) just in order to see more of them eliminated in the
Taliban killing fields and to abandon that 13-year war defeated; he betrayed the US 30-year loyal ally, Husni Mubarak
for his Muslim Brother nemesis, Muhammed Mursi, who
ultimately faltered; and positively engaged the Iranians and
submitted to their transparent foot-dragging tactics, instead
of restraining their nuclear ambitions, contrary to his repeated public assurances that he would not let Tehran wield
the nuclear weapon. This means that our world prizes immediate declarations and intentions of peace, hollow as they
may be, over long-term, serious, well-thought but risky projects involving self-defense, resistance and discomfort to the
world. Just say that you want world peace, notwithstanding
the death and destruction you cause around you in the process, and you are assured of a universal audience which will
follow you blindly, like what Europe did in 1938 when it
sacrificed Czechoslovakia for the “sake of peace”, but ended
up precipitating war.
It is said that while victors write history books which celebrate their valor and the myths of their heroes, the losers
write books of poetry, nostalgia and vindictiveness which
mark their victimhood and reflect their self-righteousness in
the face of defeat1. The paradox is that precisely the leaders
1
See the magnificent examples brilliantly exposed in Wolfgang Schivelbusch’s
The Culture of Defeat ,Picador, New York, 2001.
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who pledge the easy and rosy way, like Chamberlain, and
assure their peoples peace and victory, may also lose their
credibility in the eyes of their followers, while the authors
of Churchillian sweat and tears, who promise fighting, sacrifice, misery and want, are more likely to gain their peoples’
trust. It is interesting that the Palestinian leadership, for example, has been split between the PA, which officially represents the Palestinian people and has repeatedly pledged a
Palestinian state and the repatriation of their refugees, has
been overwhelmed and dwarfed by the leadership of the rival Hamas, an offshoot of the Muslim Brothers, who have
pledged a continuous state of war with Israel, rejected any
idea of compromise with it, and posited a state of misery
and deprivation as the price to be paid for Palestinian liberty. Given the choice between pro-western regimes of relative prosperity and stability, and a Muslim fundamentalist
system of austerity and anti-Western orientation, the Iranian
revolution of 1978 and the Egyptian and Tunisian revolutions of the 2011 Spring, have all opted for the latter, pending further developments.
Why do peoples in distress act in such unexpected ways,
in seeming contradiction to their own interests? Why do
nations give leeway to their leaders to lead them astray in
spite of their obvious slide towards disaster? And why after
leaders falter, they are often rewarded when their peoples, in
despair or numbed by defeat, allow them to persist in their
disastrous pursuit, as happened to Gamal abd al-Nasser on
the morrow of his rout in the June 1967 Six-Day War, when
he was begged to come back from resignation?; conversely,
when Churchill emerged from his painful victory over Nazism in 1945, he was “remunerated” by his idolizing compatriots who sent him to the opposition and elected in his stead
laborite gray and little known Clement Attlee.
Years go by and generations succeed each other. Do the
image and the recollection of a leader, an event, a trauma, a
celebration remain unaltered? Yes, each generation forges its
own yardsticks to gauge victories and defeats, to differentiate
viii
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greatness from haplessness, and to incrust in the pages of
history what is worth remembering and celebrating, or commemorating and cultivating. Events or experiences unworthy of conservation are shoved to the margins and made to
be forgotten, until new generations decide to pull them from
the mothballs and revive them for better (to be marked and
mentioned, feasted and glorified), or for worse (remembered
but in mourning, commemorated but as a lament). Often, an
event can change its position in the collective memory of a
nation, from a destructively traumatic occurrence into a purgatory purifier, or vice-versa, occasioning the necessary alterations in the national narrative, which when introduced at
a faster rate than the human capacity can digest, may cause
confusion and loss of orientation.
It is our purpose to explore in the coming pages some expressions of the obverse of victory, namely how memories
are constructed to contain, express and perpetuate the lessons that are to be learned from defeats. Unlike victories,
which produce their own strings of heroes, albums, myths
and war narratives, all aiming at glorifying the events of the
war, aggrandizing the mythical commanders and belittling
the enemy, while covering up the victor’s own failures and
shortcomings in the heat of combat; defeats need much courage, perspicacity and determination to uncover, to probe, to
admit and to draw constructive lessons from. For example,
while the Allies were celebrating their immense victory over
the Nazis in World War II, the Jewish people, who lost one
third of its numbers in that war, was seeking to learn positive
lessons from that cataclysm, and it came up with two : the
need for a Jewish state, and “Never Again” as the motto of
the future.
Defeats in the context of this volume comprise not only
military routs on the battlefield, but also calamities of all
sorts, natural and man-made, which when acknowledged
and admitted, open the way for amendment and redress.
Many are cultures that are anchored in shame and honor,
and they would neither recognize failure, nor certainly take
ix
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responsibility for it and act for its correction. Some, like the
classic Japanese, would even resort to suicide, rather than
surrender to an enemy, or like some Arabs, dig deeper into
their own mistakes and failures, as long as they cannot admit
that they did wrong. Jews in general, including Israelis, by
contrast, have been imbued with their own age old adage
“due to our sins we were exiled from our land”, meaning that
if history has deviated from its course, it is not necessarily
the fault of others, but ours. In other words, the two ancient
Jewish Temples had been destroyed by the Babylonians and
the Romans, respectively, because we had misbehaved in our
land. The responsibility is ours to redress the situation. This
is a fresh change from Arab charges against the entire world
that their misfortunes are due to others, never to their own
doings.

x

Introduction

In late 2010 a mammoth fire consumed vast swaths of the
Carmel Forest in northern Israel, occasioning a natural and
ecological disaster of unprecedented proportions, which it
took several weeks and international assistance to extinguish.
But the irremediable damage that was caused to the environment, to the flora and fauna of that biblical habitat, only
brought to bear the traditional Jewish responses to calamities, namely recognition, acceptance, resilience and hope,
while millions of trees were consumed by the indomitable
flames that were triggered by arson, thousands of dwellers,
humans and animals, were evacuated from their homes and,
worst of all, dozens of victims were burned alive. In the face
of these data, which were unfolding at vertiginous speed,
while the country was holding its breath, Israeli society was
conducting a self-examination on several levels, including
calls for political, legal and organizational restructuring
of the standard operational procedures in combating large
scale fires. While self-reckoning is not an exclusive trait of
Jews and Israelis, the multifaceted approach taken by Israel
to cope with this calamity and to mend the situation seems
to be unique, not unlike the Jewish historical experience in
drawing the lessons from the destruction of the Two Temples, the Diaspora dispersion, the Zionist Experiment, the
Sho’a, the Yom Kippur and Second Lebanese Wars (1973
and 2006, respectively), and what not.
Whenever calamity strikes, the lesson is quickly learned
through analysis, responsibility-taking, reform, restructuring of forms and reapportioning of duties, all geared to
minimize the loss of life among the history-hardened Jewish
people who had experienced endless persecutions and killings and has become, in consequence, the most human life
conscious nation on the globe. Rare are countries and nations
1
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which go to such length to rescue their nationals and others
from natural disasters or from man-made calamities such as
tsunamis, hijackings, earthquakes, kidnappings, or misfortunate accidents during daring explorations or just adventurous tours. During the 2010 Haiti earthquake, Israel, the
small, remote, disconnected and resource-less country was
the first to respond to the plight of that unfortunate land before the larger, wealthier, closer and reputedly “interested”
and “concerned” lands of the western hemisphere. Israel’s
humanitarian assistance consisted of mounting a field hospital in Haiti, which performed hundreds of surgeries and
extended thousands of medical treatments for the first weeks
following the disaster. Similar teams operated in Fukushima
and elsewhere following the tsunami and the nuclear leak
in North-eastern Japan. Of course, the bad tongues of the
Arabs, who are much larger and much more resourceful than
Israel’s but did nothing to help, immediately found an “explanation” to Israel’s generosity and care, namely that it sent
its medical teams there to “collect the organs of the local
dead for its own human transplants at home”2.
Not accidentally, the Carmel fire disaster of 2010 was
compared and intertwined in Israel, as do many other state
functions and dysfunctions, with Israel’s military mishaps,
like the Second Lebanese War of 2006 or even the Yom
Kippur War of 1973. In the first, many accusations were
raised with regard to the ill-preparation and poor equipment of the various fire departments, as well as the lack of
a well administered hierarchy and of a clearly defined chain
of command between the Interior Ministry which supervises
the fire departments and the Association of Local Authorities which owns and administers them. Similar confusions
were claimed to have crippled the relations between the Defense Ministry and the IDF in the immediate years preceding the Second Lebanese War, causing the many mishaps
2

For the full story, see R. Israeli, Blood Libel and its Derivatives, Transaction,
NJ, 2012.
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of that war. Secondly, both calamities became intertwined
inasmuch as the Hizbullah assault on the Israeli population,
which triggered the war in 2006, via massive rocket attacks
also involved many forest fires in the north which revealed
how inadequately was the home front prepared for such an
attack. None other than the Israeli State Comptroller stated
in his report :
A great consideration must be accorded to this illpreparation [for the Carmel fire], in light of the serious failures that had been discovered during the Second
Lebanese War, and in view of the grave menaces facing
Israel in times of emergency- whether in war or under
mass disasters.3
This was not all, for that mood has lent impetus to the
public, not least among the major media outlets, to widen
the scope of their interest, and rather than diminish the threat
in order to assuage public sentiment and calm public fears,
they began publishing articles warning of : “The Next Disaster”, lumping together natural and human-caused calamities such as earthquakes and war, aviation crashes and acts
of terror, hazardous leaks of poison and deadly epidemics.4
A more characteristic “Jewish” response was sought in the
attempt to find solace in Jewish tradition, with a view of
avoiding future recurrences. Rabbi R. Feuerstein, for example, wrote in an op-ed that Israeli authorities who were bent
on learning prevention, ought to resort to Biblical texts, for
the lessons drawn from the ancient historical calamity of Joseph in Egypt are valid in our days. He wrote :
The Carmel fire has caught us unprepared. It is true
that we have been preoccupied by the sights of arson
3

The Israel State Comptroller’s Report of December, 2010.
Haaretz, headline on 6 December, 2012, for example, was: “ The next largescale disaster: only a matter of time”.
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and destruction, and therefore this was not the time yet
to investigate the events. But we can already say that
what we have been witnessing is a replica of a “Yom
Kippur of our fire fighting capacities”, about which we
can draw some lessons from this week’s portion of the
Torah. The Israeli government should learn four principles of governance from Joseph, who applied them
when he was called upon to salvage Egypt from the impending seven years of starvation, following the seven
years of prosperity … Those principles of leadership
were : a. to look at reality in the eye; b. to view the situation strategically; c. to go into all the required details;
and. most importantly, to act with integrity.5
This recurring theme of seeking the remedy rather than
indicting some scapegoat, mending the situation rather than
avenging it, has constituted the moral spine of anyone who
cared to look into that sort of calamity. That does not mean
that society as a whole has always acted promptly upon its
disasters and redressed them; quite the contrary, the State
Comptroller has been regularly reproaching government
for its constant recidivism into the traps that he had warned
from so repeatedly in the past. But the upheld societal ideal
of amendment and redress, nourished by the unusually high
level of self-criticism and tendency for self-indictment and
self-flagellation, has remained constant, occasioning frequent demands for change and reform. It is a particularly
Jewish proclivity to blame oneself, even to go as far as siding with enemies and to make one wonder about this seemingly self-destructive tendency. Maybe that explains the
large anti- Zionist and anti Israel efforts by so many Jews
both in Israel and in the world at large? Is it mere naïveté, an
over abundance of empathy to others, a reluctance to cede to
others the position of underdog, or simply a psychological
5
Rabbi Feuerstein, “Following the fire disaster: Learning from Joseph”, ynet.
co.il, 3 December, 2010.
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predisposition to analyzing and seeking answers, that has
gone astray in understanding, analyzing and over-valuing
the arguments on “the other side”, and deprecating one’s
own.? The narratives of a nation change over time, sometimes due to the sensibilities and sensitivities of later generations. There is both a tendency to automatically embrace the
myths of pure pride, but also a natural need to rebel a little
against the fathers. These two ideas pull in different directions, and in each generation they posit new dilemmas and
their ramifications.
The Israeli conduct towards government and rule stands
in sharp contrast with what is happening in the Arab and
Islamic worlds and makes Jews in general and Israelis in
particular look as the odd ones. So much so that many conscientious Israelis feel guilty of “deviation” from the regional “norm”, show compassion for the shortcomings of
Israel’s neighbors, and contemplate romantically the less
than democratic demeanor of Arabs and Muslims. New
and lenient yardsticks are adopted by many Israelis to
gauge the faults of the “others”, and in their rush to flagellate themselves, they would rather indict themselves than
try to share the blame with them. For example, if hostilities break out, it is for those bleeding hearts invariably the
result of Israel’s abuses; if there are more Arab casualties
in a clash, it is due to Israel’s extra- misuse of force (never
because Israel spends more funds to protect in citizens and
more care to keep them outside the reach of the enemy);
if negotiations break up, it is not because the Arabs have
taken their decisions after they made their own calculations, but because Israel did not cede enough; Arabs have
advanced many “peace plans”, regardless of the lethal traps
embedded in them, thus Israel should be more forthcoming, no matter the risks. So much so, that some of those
naïve ““peaceniks” stake so much on their own and their
rivals’ good intentions, and trust so deeply in the goodness
of their hearts, that far from questioning the motives of
their rivals/ partners, they take them at face value, often at
5
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the expense of examining counter-arguments to their optimistic views or at the price of totally ignoring them.
Some Israelis are so lenient and “understanding” of the
motives of the Arabs and of their pure and well-intended
deeds, that they often confound their reasoning with theirs,
impute their logic to theirs and are sure that if they can
only think “rationally”, one would come to the same conclusions as they. This is a psychological mechanism of defense at the subconscious level, known and described by
Anna Freud6
After all, they are also human beings, who care for their
children and families, for the welfare of their people
and only seek peace, quiet, tranquility, good relations
with others etc …
We think of government, much as in the liberal West, as a
social pact which ties the ruler and the ruled conditionally,
for a certain set term, and only as long as both sides honor
their respective obligations. Elections are not just a formality, but a process of renewed legitimacy of government.
Since the government is everybody’s business, being of the
people and by the people, it is also everybody’s concern to
ameliorate it, correct its flaws, realizing that any amendment or redress are made in the interest of the people and
to its own benefit. Hence the constant movement towards
change and reform in the Israeli system. In the Arab and
much of the Muslim world, by contrast, whoever belongs to
the clique of the ruler (or his tribe, clan, family, faith, village or area of origin, social class, bureaucratic or military
stratum, professional association or clerical status), is also
ipso facto part of the ruling system, regardless of majorities or minorities, of elections or coups, of legitimacy or
6

Anna Freud , The Mechanism of Defense, edt, 1966, International Universities
Press, Chap 4, pp. 42-65, 109-121
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usurpation of rule. If one does not belong, one is suspect,
hostile, even an enemy potentially. Rule is for the group
which had grabbed it (like the Assads in Syria, Saddam in
Iraq, the army in Egypt or the Islamic Party in Turkey).
In Egypt, the army can topple elected governments, and
nothing happens. Palestinian leaders can overstep their term
of office, but instead of losing thereby their legitimacy, they
confirm their original claim to power by asserting that they
neither recognize anyone else’s right to rule, or they would
permit no one else to exercise any rule but themselves. In all
those countries rule is perpetuated by whoever is in power,
beyond the control of anyone but the ruler in place. At the
same time in western democracies, including Israel, none of
those authoritarian governments is held accountable, as if
those regimes were not expected to meet the accepted western standards of rule. This arises from attitudes one observes
in the Muslim world toward the state and the rule of law, and
from the social and family ties and loyalties that they cultivate in their midst. On the most fundamental level, they experience a great difficulty in interacting as individuals with
democratic state institutions that are remote and impersonal.
For custom and tradition, social conventions and the culture
of shame, which are governed by personal relationships and
the rule of the notables, take precedence over state law and
cold and impersonal rules imposed from above. Hence the
very different Muslim notions of right and wrong, just and
coercive, legitimate and unlawful, moral and outrageous,
both within their societies and even more so when they dwell
as minorities within host societies in the West.
While the democratic principle was posited by Ferrero as
a prerequisite for the legitimacy of government, Muslim regimes cannot by definition subscribe to it, hence their difficulty to comprehend it and deal with its manifestations in
democratic countries, like Israel and the West, where they
live or with which they interact. Indeed, Islamic regimes as
well as Islamic movements regard democracy as inimical to

7
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the rule of Islam. For them, Shari’ah Law is the best of systems. Today, Muslim regimes may use the terms “democracy”, “human rights”, “elections”, “freedom” and such, but
they profoundly misunderstand them. It is not that they understand but manipulate them, in line with Ferrero’s typology of “fraudulent democracy”, typical of fascist regimes;
they only seem so to western and Israeli minds who cannot imagine that others fail to understand what is obvious to
them. In that system, the ruler succeeds himself many times
until exhausted by old age, therefore he cannot be opposed
by rival candidates during an “election”. They truly believe
that opposition and competition, the trademarks of western
democracy, are signs of division and controversy, which are
inimical to the unity of the rule. They sense that since they
were overwhelmingly “elected”, without opposition by 95%
of the electorate, their base of legitimacy is firm.
We speak in the West of the people as the sovereign and
the source of legitimacy. Even President Mursi of Egypt,
when inaugurated in June 2012, was so eager to gain acceptance by his masses, that he stressed that point, which ran
counter to the grain of his belief as a Muslim Brother. So,
he probably became aware of that contradiction after he assumed the presidency and began to monopolize power. Muslims in general, however, hail Allah as the only sovereign of
the universe, and brand any attempt to impute sovereignty to
humans as shirk, namely imparting divine qualities to anyone but the Almighty. As this is seen as blasphemy deserving of capital punishment, Muslim radicals do not recognize
most governments in the Islamic world, and are particularly
incensed by monarchs who dub themselves “sovereign”, for
the only acceptable form of government to them is the Caliphate, where the Caliph was the Vicar of the Prophet, not a
“sovereign” in his own right. In their view, Allah, the Sovereign, has already dispensed to humanity the most perfect of
legal codes, the Shari’a, and for any human to pretend that it
can be ameliorated via parliamentary legislation, would also
amount to a sacrilege. In the West, consensus is the fruit of
8
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political bargaining based upon a process of give and take
between political, ethnic, religious, cultural and linguistic
groups or lobbies of particular interests, which recognize the
relativity of the truth and the need to balance the various
interests in order to arrive at the consensual social pact that
allows society to function and the law and order to be maintained. Muslims, especially of the radical kind which won, at
least temporarily, large swaths of the population throughout
the Muslim world during the Spring of 2011, have enormous
difficulties to compromise or strike deals of this sort, because
for them the Truth, namely the Shari’a Law, is one and eternal, an either-or affair anchored in a demand and expectation
to be implemented by imposition here and now, regardless
of disagreements and oppositions. If the governments in
place do not profess these measures or do not enforce them,
then violence is encouraged against them, whether they are
in Islamic countries proper, or in western democracies and
Israel. Hence the built-in contradictions between Muslim
minorities in non-Islamic lands and their host societies, and
the uneasy coexistence between the Muslim minorities who
are increasingly vocal in their demand that their rules be applied, and the host societies, which stretch their tolerance
and openness to the limit, but when that limit is reached and
overstepped, explosions inevitably occur.
Indeed, these gaps and differences between two systems
which are not mutually compatible, have been building up
within European states with large Muslim minorities and
within Israel, into explosive rifts which threaten the integrality and very functioning of their societies. For those countries cannot provide the glue to link their Muslim population
to their respective states and societies, whether immigrant or
native, to the societal and psychological fabric that makes
up the state, hence the continued unrest among the Muslim
minorities who are neither entirely willing nor totally able
to become integral parts of their new host countries. Moreover, in some of them, like in Israel, some Muslim minorities have grown so vocal that they claim that since they were
9
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the original natives of the land, it is the “new Jewish settlers”
who must adapt to them, not the other way around. It would
be like expecting the modern inhabitants of the Americas to
adapt to the Inca and Apache ways rather than asking the
Indians to embrace the modern American way of life. Under
these conditions, instead of contributing to the strength, prosperity and wellbeing of the state, these minorities become
security hazards and a societal burden which is increasingly
resented by the law-abiding majority that shoulders the burden. The relatively high percentage of crime in both Israel
and the western world among the Muslim minorities, way
out of proportion to their rate in the population, especially
the ideological crimes such as terrorism, undermining of the
state institutions, reluctance to pay taxes, refusal to serve
in the security apparatus, except for purposes of infiltration
and subversion, and focusing on sucking from the state its
services and system of subsidies and welfare, without lifting
a finger to serve its needs, are all indicative of these trends.
These shortcomings are also indicative of the subversive
turn that can be taken by the petty crimes against property,
which are initially attributed to the generally disadvantaged
situation of new immigrants or of the native minorities .
It does not appear to many of these Muslim residents in
non-Muslim lands that acting in contravention to the public
order that is not theirs, or opposing, at times violently, their
own country against its sworn enemies (like the Hamas or
Hizbullah in the case of Israeli Muslims) constitute a violation of any legal or moral code. Their yardsticks of justice,
order, right, fairness and conduct are the Muslim ones and
they are non-negotiable and absolute. For example, it would
not occur to them that in any conflict involving Muslims
and non-Muslims, the latter, including their own country of
residence, may also be right or entitled to defend itself. If
Britain or the US battle against terrorism in Iraq or in Afghanistan, or Israel in Lebanon or Gaza, they do not deserve
the right of self-defense. Thus, counterattacks against them
by their own Muslims (like the American Muslim GI’s who
10
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murdered their combating compatriots), who are the natural
allies of other Muslims, are to be expected and justified. Or
take, for instance, the troubling question of “honor killing”,
among Muslims in non-Muslim lands, or of forced marriages of under-age women, or of polygamy, as an extension
of the customs imported from Muslim lands. Muslims in
western countries feel that “their” women are their private
affair, in which westerners have no right to interfere. That
the legal and moral standards in the West are such that they
do not allow oppression of women, is of little consequence
to these people, who would rather see their host societies ply
to their customs than educate themselves to rise to the level
of human rights customary in the West. From another angle,
regardless of the level of crime committed by Muslims, their
coreligionists are sure to always come out in their defense,
always under the claim of “persecution”, “Islamophobia”,
“discrimination”. The rule of law, which guides the public
order of all westerners, is not understood by Muslims to apply to them. Whenever they perpetrate a crime, that has to
be compassionately “understood” and overlooked; because
they were either “framed” by the security forces, or pushed
to commit illegal acts by their environment. For them, every killed Muslim becomes a “massacre”, every reaction to
Muslim terrorism an “aggression”, and every large-frame
operation to eradicate violence a “disproportionate misuse
of power”. These are only some of the problems which face
Israel and the West in the context of their rapidly growing
Muslim minorities who have set themselves on a collision
course with their respective states.
The trauma of the menace of defeat, and the lessons necessary to draw from it, are the stuff that makes up the thinking and policy of survival of threatened countries, like Israel
and some western countries, under the Islamic peril. For in
the Islamic world, which speaks about its own ascendency
and of the inevitable decline of the West and Israel, and then
their elimination, talk is not about a struggle of ideas, or a
competition of ideologies, but about the victory of Islam, a
11
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pre-ordained total and unmitigated victory over the West, including Israel. The talk is of an unqualified genocidal elimination of the enemy, in view of its consideration as the ultimate evil, as compared to the absolute good that Islam is and
will bring to the world of Allah. That is the reason that while
the West does not envisage the physical elimination of Islam, just its reform, restructuring and improvement, exactly
as it did in its struggle with the Communist Bloc, so Islamic
thinkers of renown openly speak about the replacement of
western power by Islamic power, and on the way there, they
have no propensity to accept any compromises or half-way
measures. Muslim diasporas all over the west, aided by
their heeded demands for human rights, equality, mosque
building, tolerance, and the gradual adoption of parts of the
Shari’a Law and of Muslim customs and way of life by their
new adoptive countries, also expect respect to be shown for
Islam, and a western acknowledgement of its ascendancy.
But, simultaneously, they also impose a total and unlimited
denial of any Christian or Jewish presence in Arabia, and
any right for the propagation of the Christian or Jewish faiths
in Muslim lands, is absolutely prohibited, in recognition of
their decay. When they realize that the Christian world and
Israel in fact accept these one-way asymmetrical limitations,
Muslims will have no reason to alter their position.
Thus, western countries and Israel on their own turf, or
Christians as minorities in Islamic countries which had been
occupied by Muslims and Islamized, are bound to determine
by themselves their policies and strategies of survival in
their Islamic environment, and conversely to devise how to
tackle their own Muslim minorities under the shadow of defeat which haunts them. They realize full well, if only based
on the utterances of their rivals, that while Muslim defeats
in the past and nowadays, may have resulted in the loss of
territory, sovereignty or national honor, their national and
physical survival, and the national essence of their peoples(character, culture, language, faith, history) had never been
in doubt. Quite the contrary, very often the occupied and
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colonized Muslim people emerged stronger, better educated,
more developed, with their faith and culture better researched
and understood, its national institutions modernized and democratized, and its science and technology advanced, after
the great millennial leap occasioned by colonialism. Conversely, Muslim conquests of Christian territory, like Hellenic Egypt, Roman North Africa and Byzantine Anatolia,
have irretrievably wiped up entire civilizations that are no
more. And in all the terrain of combat where the clash of
civilizations rages today, in Asia and Africa, Islam has been
waging a war of terror and extermination while Christianity is whining softly and losing rapidly its rear-guard battle.
While western countries are conferring in meetings, adopting resolutions and alerting the rest of the world to the impending disaster (Sudan, Mali, Egypt, Iraq, Nigeria and
more), Islam expands its territorial grip on Asia and Africa.
If we revert to the Israeli model, the most concretely and
the first exposed to Islamic threats, we can notice that the
almost unique institution of the State Comptroller that it devised to deal with these threats (much more wide-ranging,
authoritative, fear-inspiring and biting than the similar institution of the Ombudsman in Scandinavia), has been the one
that is entitled to diagnose situations and draw lessons in all
domains of state activity, on a current and routine level. Unlike commissions of inquiry, another tool of administrative
supervision, which usually address themselves to a single issue on an ad-hoc basis, the State Comptroller, being elected
by Parliament and not given to government fiat, is able not
only to ensure his independence, but also to interconnect,
when needed, between various state failures or mishaps
in different fields, and suggest how lessons of the one can
apply to the other. For example, in the case of the Carmel
mammoth fire, the Comptroller wrote in his public report:
As part of our policy aiming to follow closely whether
the reviewed bodies have acted to redress the deficiencies
that we had pointed out in our previous reports, we have
also examined the situation in the emergency fire and rescue
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services. In view of the importance we accord to the need to
amend the deficiencies that we have discovered in the civil
defense system during the Second Lebanese War (2006), and
in view of the very serious danger that Israel faces in times
of emergency, either in war or in case of mass disasters. For
the national system of emergency and rescue, geared to salvage people and property in case of emergency, is inexorably made up of inter-connected and inter-dependent subsystems, like the Homeland Security Command, the Police
Command , the fire departments, and the Red Star of David
(the equivalent of the Red Cross).7
And on the link between the two events, keeping in mind
the survivability of the Israeli polity, the Comptroller did not
hide his anxiety:
In this entire system [of national emergency and rescue], the fire department is the weakest link. We realize,
unfortunately, that not only was it not improved upon
following the Lebanese War in which it had functioned
less than perfectly, but its operation has even worsened,
to the point of coming to the brink of total collapse in
case of emergency, something that could irretrievably
harm the entire system, trigger the loss of life, cause
damage to property and compromise the resilience of
the home front.
I am taking the liberty to warn the Israeli government, especially the Ministry of the Interior and its
Head, in order to speed up the adoption of the necessary measures to redress the situation, and to join forces
with the Defense Minister, who is in charge of the national emergency system, in order to implement urgently the government’s decision to establish a national
fire-fighting authority, to suit emergency conditions …
These days, as the mammoth fire is raging on the Carmel, which caused the loss of life of dozens of officers
7

The Comptroller’s Report, December, 2010.
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from the Prison Authority, the Police and fire fighters,
including a young boy-volunteer among them, it transpires that we are facing a national disaster, caused by
the deficiencies of the past which failed to be amended
… For most of the lessons of the Second Lebanon
War were not learned, and we can still point to failures in coordination between various government bodies, in “foot-dragging” on the part of those who ought
to tackle the problems, and in the arguments that are
pursued between the parties which should have settled
them. Therefore, these administrative failures require a
thorough investigation to respond to the requirements
of the Comptroller who elects “real time” inquiries,
over “historical” investigations years after the event.
Should the authorities fail again to take the appropriate
measures, this report will, unfortunately not be the last.
Otherwise, the old adage will resound again: : “dogs
bark and the caravan proceeds”8.
Buy the Kindle version at:http://www.amazon.com/Defeat-Trauma-Lesson-Betwe
en-Extinction-ebook/dp/B00QJM654S/

